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Campus food service changes hands
By Brandon Fiala clients nationwide-including ence to students" said Jay including concessions and Chicago Connection, on
The Arbiter universities, stadiums and Hayes, Aramark general Bronco Bucks or flex dollars, the other hand, sells pizzas
healthcare facilities-to manager at Boise State. and' the university retains of all sizes, in addition to a
Ararnark's portfolio. "There wasn't a change in ownership of all equipment. menu of hot sandwiches.
The acquisition includes the university's contract. "We don't pay rent, so A survey of students last
other Idaho clients such as Ararriark simply bought the instead pay a commission," semester indicated Chicago
Blue Cross in Meridian and existing contract," Hayes Hayes said. "Commissions Connection was one of the
the College of Southern said. go to pay for utilities and preferred pizza providers,
Idaho. The switch, however, ben- other investment." offering less greasy pizza,
The change in corporate efits food service employees, 'Another food service Hayes said.
owners means little differ- said Tony Arrubarrena. change was the switch from Another improvement
board dining' director. Pizza Hut to Chicago should include better
Employees should see Connection in the SUB. The delivery service to dorm res-
expanded. benefits, change was finalized about idents. Under Pizza Hut,
including 401(k) and three weeks ago, and was not employees in golf carts made
insurance. There was related to the sale of Fine deliveries from the SUB
no .change in Host, Hayes said. location to dorms. The
employee num- Pizza Hut's contract with delivery process, however,
bers or salaries. Fine Host expired recently, suffered from logistical
Fine Host's original and management decided to problems, Hayes said.
contract was finalized in contract with Chicago "The SUB location really
1996 for five years, plus Connection. The change wasn't large enough to
five one-year renew abies. means better quality and handle deliveries," he said.
Hayes said. There are more variety for students, Now, when a student calls
three years Hayes said. for dorm delivery, pizza will
left before the "Pizza Hut's contract was be delivered from the
contract expires. The con- restrictive," he said. Chicago Connection on
tract included an initial "We were in violation of it Overland Road, Hayes said.
$1 million investment by by selling medium pizzas The Overland store is
Fine Host to build the out the front." equipped to accept Bronco
Subway operation, remodel According to the contract, Bucks or flex dollars.
the Snake River Grill and Pizza Hut couldn't sell The change will provide
purchase other equipment. medium pizzas in the SUB. more room in the SUB
The university uses a bid- because of a no-compete location and improve deliv-
ding process to select food clause to protect local Pizza ery consistency, Hayes said:
service contractors. The Hut franchises. Medium For students wanting'
university receives a com- pizzas were limited to dorm delivery, the new
mission on all retail sales, delivery only. phone number is 344-6838.
Jan. 20 at 7 p.m. in the
SPEC, Independent
Television Service will pre-
sent a free preview of the
award winning, feature-
(~ .. ' Par t Iy ~C lou d y ~~g:~ci~ll~u~~~~~Zd a~~~~
",.""", 39/2T der of James Byrd Jr. in .
1----------; .Jasper, Texas in 1998.
Filmmakers~ Whitney
SATURDAY Dow and Marco Williams,
one black arid one white, col- _
laboratively sent segregated
film crews to document the
town of}asper during the tri-
als of the local men Charged
provldodby woalhor..amwith Byrd's murder.
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New budget may
benefit higher ed
By Casey Wyatt
The Arbiter ------
Gov. Dirk Kempthorne's
recommended budget' is
intended to preserve state
funds for higher education in
2004.
Kempthorne asked the
Idaho Legislature Thursday
to raise funding for higher
education, if only a little,
while nearly every other
state jrogram faces
continue budget cuts
starting in July.
The governor's
suggestions included an
increase of nearly 4.2 percent
to allow for growing enroll-
ment, add $1 million to need-
based scholarships, and
maintain funding for
Promise Scholarships, which
pay $250 per semester.
Stacey Pearson, Associate
Vice President of BSU seems
fairly satisfied.
"It won't meet all of our
costs, but it could prevent
future layoffs," she said, "of
course this is the second year
in a row state employees
have gone without a cost of
living increase, but the
governor has made a good
effort in this kind of year."
Adjusting funds to
accommodate demand may
be necessary to avoid tap-
ping alternate sources, such
as higher tuition and fees.
Last year students saw a 12
percent increase to cover
state funding cuts,
According to Barbara
Fortin, Boise State director of
admissions, at this point, her
office has received 35 percent
more applications for next
fall than it normally does this ..
time of year.
Fortin said it's still early
and shr won't know' what
this means in terms of
increased demand until Feb.
15, when the bulk of applica-
tions arrive. However, she
does expect nearly 200 stu-
dents to be turned away that
would normally be accepted
because of slightly tighter
standards.
"We're seeing a contin-
ued, increased demand from
high schools, students stay-
ing on for further education
in graduate programs, and
those returning to school
.because of the economy,"
Fortin said. .
Higher education is one of
few state programs that
could keep their funding lev-
els in hard times.
Kempthorne said certain
state-funded programs are
essential.
" ... The state has a funda-
mental responsibility to
provide for both current and
future needs in education,
public safety and vital health
care services," Kempthorne
said in his .inaugural speech
Wednesday.
In order to keep revenues
up enough to support this
budget, Kempthorne has
proposed a sales tax increase
of 1.5 percent, which he said
will end June 30, 2006.
. Cigarettes, already taxed at
28¢, will be taxed 30 percent
more at 62¢ a pack.
See Budget page 3
·Partly Cloudy.
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FRIDAY
Managed services compa-
ny Ararnark bought Fine
Host Corporation, the uni-
versity's contracted food ser-
vice provider.
The deal was completed
Dec. 5 for up to $100 million
in cash, according to an
Aramark news release. Fine
Host, based in Greenwich,
Conn., had revenues
of more than $300
million in fiscal
year 2001.
The sale of
the com-
pan y
add s
about
900
By Nara Schoenberg
Chicago Tribulle ----
CHICAGO-Maybe the
turning point came when
Virgin Megastores started
sellmg those cute little vam-
pire-girl lunchboxes, or
when suburban kids. started
buying their spiked collars
at the mall, or when Kmart
trotted out corset-inspired
T-shirts.
Maybe it came at last
year's Oscars, when
Gwyneth Paltrow donned a
gown that would have
made Morticia Addams
proud.
But by late fall, when
fashion magazines flirted
with ghoul-Chic and stores
offered clunky cross jewelry
and faux-vintage black lace,
there could be no doubt.
Goth culture, long the
exclusive domain of self-
styled misfits and defiant
outcasts, is bubbling up into
the mainstream, making the
black-clad, kohl-eyed Goth
faithful who have endured
the taunts of the "normals"
for more than two decades
something of a hot new
thing. .
"It's kind of something
that snuck up on us," Thorn
Svast said" the sales manag-
er at the Guess? store in
Chicago.
This fall his store show- .
cased an array of Goth fash-
ions, including black bell-
sleeve shirts and flowing
crushed-velvet coats. The
irony of ROP culture's cool
kids embracing outcast
fashion is not lost on the
small but vital Goth under-
ground, whose response to
Local activists
encourage dialogue
By Jessica Adams
The Arbiter ------
the societal thumbs-up has
mostly ranged from apathy
to dismay:
At Web sites, Goths rail
against exploitation and
consumerism or worry that
"poseurs" with their judg-
mental cliques will rum an
underground club scene
that has long regarded itself
as a last refuge for those
who are too creative, origi-
nal or just plain strange to
fit in anywhere else.
John Wirtz, 27, of
Riverside, Ill., a librarian
and member of the Chicago
Goth-Runk band Anarchy .
(Butt) & the An-RKids, said
that, for true believers, Goth
offers a rich alternative
lifestyle, complete with its .
own music and literature.
To reduce 'Goth's many
elements to a mass-pro"
duced fashion statement, he
said, "cheapens its
meaning."
. "I've seen peoplp. get
really upset over it," Wirtz
said, wlio recalls one friend
tore out a pile of pseudo-
Goth fashion spreads from
mainstream magazines and
used them as fireplace
kindling.
Wirtz's friend reserved
. special treatment for an.
image of pOl? princess
Christina AgUIlera in a
corset and leather. .
"He lit her face on fire,
and used that to light the
rest of it," Wirtz said.
Initially associated with
bands such as Siouxsie &
the Banshees and Bauhaus,
Goth grew out' of the punk
. movement in the late '70s
See Goth page 3
The result is an explicit
and disturbing look at race in
America, one that asks how
and why a crime like this
could have occurred.
Cherie Buckner-Webb, a
long-time human rights
activist, and Les Bach, execu-
tive director of the Idaho
Human Rights Education
Center, . will facilitate a
discussion after the film's
screening. "
Buckrier-Webb said there
wouldn't be' a debate, but
rather a dialogue that will
deepen the understanding of
our own racist attitudes.
"This goes to the core of
who we are as Americans, it
causes us to look at
ourselves, not just look' at
this one incident from an
"It
Vol. 15 Issue 35 First Copy Free
Chicago Goth deejay Scary Lady Sarah, sporting a toP. she found at Kmart.
demonstrates how a "town
can be split' 50-50 black and
white and supposedly have
an enlightened point- of view
and at the same time foster
racist attitudes," Bach said.
Not surprisingly, the mur-
derers displayed tattoo's
indicative of their Aryan
association, but the after-
. math revealed the common-
ness of racism in Jasper.
According to Bach, The'
Two Towns Of Jasper builds a
bridge between a horrible
racist crime and how that
behavior seems warranted
. by the prevalence of preju-
dice.
"Whites .talking about the .
trial obviously, "knew the
camera was, watching' and
they said things like, 'the
outsider's perspective."
Buckner-Webb said.
According to Bach,
The Two Towns of
Jasper builds abridge
.betuieen a horrible .
racist crime and how
that behavior seems
warralttedby the
prevalence of prejudice.
Bach said he hopes the
dialogue will help viewers
understand their roles and
res£onsibilities in prejudice.
The .', " documentary
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Can't make the grade?
Go to cheat.com.
NEW YORK-In numbers
growing by the thousands,
college students have found
a quick-fix cure for their
academic headaches - on the
Internet. In the wonderful
world of Web sites, scores of
. online companies are eager
and able to provide slackers
with whatever they need -
for a price.
Plagiarism has become big
.business.
If you type "Term papers
for sale" into a computer
search en?iine such as
Google, you IIbe bombarded
with hundreds of thousands
of offers.
. They come from for-profit
Web sites with names - no
kidding - CheatHouse.com,
Schoolsucks.com and
Gradesaver.com.
Search one site for papers
on existentialism - a perenni-
al favorite of English majors
- and 15 options pop up.
They range in price from $48
for a six-page paper on
"philosophical arproaches of
idealism, realism, pragma-
tism and existentialism" to
$136 for 20 pages on the
classic Albert Camus novel
"The Stranger."
. The site also has a paper -
just one - on what its cus-
tomers are doing. It's called
"Dishonesty: The Dynamics
of Cheating." It runs six
pages and sells for $48.
At most schools, plagia-
rism - otherwise known as
copying, lifting, cribbing or,
as one wit once put it, "steal-
ing a ride on someone else's
train of thought" - can result
in anything from an F to sus-
pension.
University requires :.'
students to log on .
HACKENSACK,
N.J.-After a semester of
intense discussions, Laura
News
News Editor
Jessica Adams
Phone: . .
345.8204 xl02
E-mail:
newS®arbiteronline.com
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Education Irom a distance
Ofthe estimated 12.7 million undergraduate students in the 1999-2000 school
year, about 1.6 percent tried some form ot dlstance education. ,
participation in distance education
• Two-year schools, 9% £S Four-year schools 6.6%
Types of distance education
Two-year schools
Live TV/audio 39.3%
Prerecorded audiolTV 43.8%
Internet 56.4%
. Entire program as
distance education 27.8%
Campus Shorts
Schwendeman, a sophomoreEast at Fairleigh' Dickinson
University, has come to
know her classmates from
Core 106: The Global
Challenge pretty well. She
just can't recognize any of
them.
All the work for Core 106,
a mandatory course for all
FDU students, is. done
online. So she knows them
only as names floating on her
laptop's flat screen.
For some FDU students,
it's a liberating experience -
"going to class" whenever
they choose, being able to
think before answering a
p,rofessor' s que~tion .. Ot~ers
Iind the expenencea little
frustrating, because of tech-
nological glitches or the lack
of face-to-face interaction.
But like it or not, there is
no escaping it. FDU requires
that all of its students take an
online course each year ~the
only conventional university
in the United States to do so.
Distance learning, a term
rarely used a decade ago, is
usually touted as a way for
students to take courses that
otherwise would be unavail-
able because of geography or
schedule constraints,
FDU decided that online
education should be an end
in itself. By making students
more adept at Internet-based
learning, President J. Michael
Adams reasoned, the
university would further its LEX I N G TON ,
broader mission of being Ky.-Watching Emily
"the leader in global Gimmel deliver her features
education." reports weekday mornings
"We're not telling our on WKYT-TV, one might not
students that the Web is the suspect she was the subject
best form of education," said of frenzied debate on media
Michael Sperling, an chat sites.
associate provost at FDU. Although most people on
"But we do feel that ... our sites such .as Fark.com and
students are going to have to Medialine.com haven't even
make very creative and seen Cimmel report, sup-
active use of digital porters and detractors have
technology in their lifetimes been duking it out on the
to be successful." message boards.
After nearly three semes- One post regarding
ters of having that require- Gimmel elicited 115 respons-
ment in place, administrators es, a hefty number compared
are convinced their embrace . to, say, a message dissing the
of "distance learning" will Weather Channel, which had
distinguish the private a relatively high 25 posts.
Four-year schools
~R 34.1%
fJf.;jl 33.2%
28.8%-Satisfaction level compared with regular classes
More satisfied with
distance education
Equally satisfied - 24.0%45.1% 19.9%51.2%
28.2%t.esssatisned - 30%Source: u.s.Education Department, National Center for Education Statistics
Graphic: The Dallas Morning News
©2003 KRT
university from the rest of
the pack. .
So what has people in the
industry so fired up?
Cimmel's age: She's an 18-
year-old freshman at the
University of Kentucky.
Some detractors dismiss
WKYT's hiring of Gimmel as
a ratings ploy; others think
it's financially based - that
stations can save money on
young part-timers.
One posting on Medialine
wondered whether
Cimrnel's hiring was a sym-
bol of the TV news industry
slipping so far that it has to
hire teenagers for a job inthe
top-lOO market. .
Another post questioned
why there were no 18-year·,
old doctors, lawyers or
accountants, and said the
WKYT hire was an illustra-
tion of why TV journalism
was not a profession but an
industry - one whose jobs
could be compared to
working at Baskin-Robbins.
Gimmel, who is from
Louisville and started with
WKYT in September, also
has her share of online
defenders.
One Medialine poster said
hiring younger folks was not
a new phenomenon, and that
it wasn't simply a news
director or consultant'S gim-
mick. That person noted that
he or she was just turning 17
and in high school when
starting In Sacramento 24
years ago.
So why did WKYT hire an
18-x,ear-old reporter? .
'Because she works well
with people," said WKYT
news director Jim Ogle. "The
bottom line with Emily is
that she has a couple of
years' experience doing this
stuff, and she's got a great
background within the
industry. Age is not the only
qualification that exists.
Experience is important.
Unlike some people who've
applied here, she has some
really significant experience
in a market that's larger than
WKYT's."
South
Teen TV reporter
causes stir
HUDlanRights Celebration
Be a part of Boise State's
weeklong Human Rights
Celebration happening Jan.
15-22. Events are freeand
opento the public.
Don't mISS the annual
March to the Capitol
Monday, Jan. 20, begit)ni~g
at 8:30 a.m. TIle crowd will
meet in the SUB Jordan
Ballroom. Flags and banners
are encouragea. ,
See Danny Glover and
Bill Fletcher free at the BSU
Pavilion Wednesday, Jan. 22
at8p.m.
Complimentary tickets
are available at tlie Student
Union information desk and
The Pavilion box office.
Tickets are also available at
Select-a-Seat outlets for a $1
service . charge per '~icket.
Seats WIll be 'held until 7:45
p.m. for guests with tickets.
After 7:45 p.~l. guests with-
out tickets will be admitted
for remaining seats.
For a complete listing of
events, visit http:/ / enter-
tainment.boisestafe.edu
Find out what hate groups
want from you
Jan. 23, 9 a.m.-l0:30 a.m,
in the SUB Hatch Ballroom,
meet and speak with Floyd
Cochrane, former
spokesman and recruiter for
the neo-Nazi Christian
Identity Church.
In his own words,
Cochrane says, "My job w?s
to travel the country recruit-
ing college and high school
students lor the organization
and for God." For the past
ten years he has been on var-
. ious television news pro-
_ grams, spoken at numerous
campuses and to people all
over the country' with a dif-
ferent message in his effort
to counter the message of
hate he delivered as an
Aryan.
Hate groups have posted
and distribufedhate litera-
ture here on campus. Now is
your chance to respond.
The event, sp.onsored by'
Department of Criminal
Iustice, Lambda Alpha
Epsilon and the
Organization of Student
SOCIalWorkers, is free and
open to the public.
Thursday, January 16, 2003
Gothfrolll page 1
and is often viewed as
punk's darkly romantic kid
. sister. LIke punk, it cele-
brates individuality and
reJt;cts - the conformity of
mamstream society, but
where punk was political,
Goth is artistic, where punk
was disgusted, Goth is
amused.
Best known for its over-
the-top fashion statements
c;ou~t Dracula capes, black
lipstick, fishnet stockings,
Goth is rooted in an appreci-
a~i,?nof the melancholy, the
sinister and the forbidden.
On the most basic level, any-
one who has shuddered with
delight at a horror movie or
taken perverse pleasure in
wallowing in a bad mood
has caught a Goth vibe.
But Goth also claims a
noble literary tradition, with
.Gavin Baddeley, author of
the new book Goth Chic, trac-
ing the movement back to
the passionate, and some-
times macabre, non-confor-
mity of the 19th century
romantics.
When poet Percy Bysshe
Shelley wrote, rapturously,
"I fall ugon the thorns of life!
I-bleed." he was having a
Goth moment.
Those who seek to explain
the current popularity of
Goth fashion point to a num-
ber of factors, from the recent
fin de siecle gloom to the rise
of Marilyn Manson, a shock-
rocker disavowed by many
Goths.
It's also interesting to note
that the Goth mini-trend
comes at a time when corpo-
rate America has gotten into
the habit of raiding the coun-
terculture's closets. With hip-
hop clothes, extreme sports
gear and rave-wear available
at the local mall, could Goth
be far behind?
Even the Columbine High
School shootings in 1999,
which were carried out by ,
students who wore Gothic
trench coats, may have con-
Budget s-» page 1
The new taxes would
begin in May in order to save
this year's budget from an
illegal deficit.
According to
Kempthorne, the new taxes
woufd bring in about $270
million - enough to cover the
projected $200 million short-
fall next year and restore
reserves and other funds to
keep the future budget in the
black.
The most heavily drawn
tributed to the trend. While
the initial bad press was dev-
astating to Goths, it also gal-
vanized some, leading them
to explain their movement to
the normals" and to pub-
licly disavow the shootings
and violence in general.
A nong the more interest-
ing ( .oth-Ed projects to have
surfaced post-Columbine: a
young adult book, Everything
You Need to Know About the
Goth Scene, which "goes far
to debunk negative stereo-
•
On the most basic
level, anyone who
has shuddered
with delight at a
horror movie or
taken perverse
pleasure in
wallowing in a bad
mood has caught
a Goth vibe.
•
types," according to Booklist.
Today, the Hot Topic Web
site (hottopic.com) and mall
stores offer kids from the
suburbs the chance to buy
fishnet stockings, studded
collars and spooky medieval
gowns.
Among the items market-
ed by the company: the
bondage-friendly Multi Ring
Choker. "It's a classic!" the
Web sales copy reads. "This
black leather choker has mul-
tiple metal rings all the way
around. Buckle closure."
Meanwhile, "Emily the
Strange" lunchboxes, T-
shirts and accessories make
the red and black aesthetic
accessible to the bubble-gum
set.
upon was the Millennium
Fund, which comes from
tobacco settlements. It was
emptied of about $61 million
during this year's shortfall,
but Kempthorne wants it
replenished.
"We will rely upon this
fund to get through the cur-
rent fiscal year," he said, "but
we must continue to address
the effects of tobacco on our
youth and health care system
by partially replenishing this
News The Arbiter • Page 3!
Chicago Goth disc jockey
Scary Lady Sarah, 35, said
she recently picked up two
Goth-appropriate shirts at
Kmart, a corset-style lace
number and a crocheted
black top.
"I was very, very sur-
prised," she said.
Not all Goths are Of posed
to the marketing 0 Goth
products by corporate
America.
"I think it's great because
it means people are dressing
better," Scary Lady Sarah
said .
"Maybe it will make
mainstream people less like-
ly to criticize or harass some-
one dressed Goth, if they
think, 'Oh, I've got that same
dress.?'
But in the eyes of many
Goths and observers of the
scene, mainstream interest is,
at best, a mixed blessing.
"We (in the underground)
advocate just a real individu-
alism. To be accepted by the
mainstream is to lose credi-
bility," Mick Levine said, co-
owner of the Goth-friendly
clothing store 99th Floor in
Chicago.
Ana even for an under-
ground subculture, Goth's
concern with authenticity is
unusually strong, with insid-
ers bemoaning the presence
of insincere weekend Goths
or debating endlessly, and, to
be fair, olten humorously,
what makes for a genuine
Goth. Among the more
amusing examples of the
Gother-fhan-Thou aspect of
the subculture: the Goth or
Not Web site, where you can
rate the authenticity of aspir-
ing Goths on a scale of from 1
to 10.
Other factors that make
Goth a poor candidate for
cheerful cultural assimilation
include the Goth mindset
itself. On the most basic
level, Goth is about taking
the path less traveled, seeing
beauty in what others dis-
miss as ugliness, finding
value in what most "nor-
mals" consider pointless
gloom.
"I think it's better to sort
of embrace your depression,
and admit that it's a feeling,
just like any' other human
feeling, rather than trying to
discard it or dope it up,
which is what mainstream
society likes to do," Wirtz
said.
The nightmare scenario,
Wirtz said, is that Goth will
be so widely accepted, and.
diluted, that the young peo-
ple who represent the next
generation for Goth will
reject it as inauthentic. That,
Wirtz said, can spell death
for an underground scene.
"That's an honest fear,
because it has happened
with previous trends and
cultures," Wirtz said, citing
punk as an example.
At this point, mainstream
acceptance of Goth can safely
be said to be in the early
stages.
Hot Topic, the California-
based feen retailer that has
done as much as anyone to
bring vampire-chic to the
suburbs, not only declined
to comment for this article,
but declined to even com-
ment on whether the store
sells Goth clothes. That's an
interesting position to take,
considering the Web site
includes a clearly labeled
"Gothic" category. of
clothing.
important endowment in FY
04. When the next payment
comes in April, we estimate
the fund will be $55 million."
The permanent building
fund is also up for replenish-
ment. Kempthorne wants to
use it to make payments on
construction projects on
Idaho campuses. For BSU,
this would mean adding a
new West Campus Building
to accommodate growth at
the-canyon County campus.
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Aday for action
Racism, imperialism and human rights
Guest---
Opinion
By Amy Ulappa
Student -------
National days of recogni-
tion are not created simply to
enjoy a day away from work
and school or to complete
chores around the house. An
Guest---
Opinion
By Martin Orr, Ph.D.
Faculty member ----
In tribute to the life and
work of Martin Luther King
Jr., we should both celebrate
his accomplishments and
reflect upon the still unful-
filled promise of human
event or person influential
enough to merit an entire
day, out of only 365, should
be fully appreciated.
One way we can express
that appreciation is to learn
about the person and try to
understand his ideals, in this
case the achievements, trials
and dreams of Martin Luther
King Jr.
Understanding what a
person worked for and
rights for all. We need to ask:
Why are we still dealing with
the tragedy of racism?
Although many now
embrace King's opposition to
prejudice, we remain a soci-
ety characterized by "struc-
tural racism," the overrepre-
sentation of specific groups
among the disadvantaged.
African Americans remain
twice as likely as whites to
die before their first birthday,
to be unemployed, to suffer
from diabetes.
They had twice the casual-
ty rate in the Vietnam War,
and were over-represented
by a factor of two among
troops serving in the Persian
Gulf War. African Americans
receive one-third less
income, and are nearly eight
times as likely as whites to be
incarcerated.
This is what a racist soci-
ety looks like, and Dr. King's
life and work had no impact
upon structural racism in
America.
believed in is certainly
important and is the first step
towards entire appreciation.
It has long been said that
actions speak louder than
words, and in the case of
making a difference in our
world, this is true.,
Moving toward action is
the second step. Change for
the better and equality of all
people is part of the mission
Martin Luther King Jr. left for
Why is this? How can we
share his opposition to preju-
dice and discrimination, yet
live in a society that remains
racist? "
We need to understand
that prejudice and discrimi-
nation are not just the cause
but also the consequence of
racist social structures. Our
attitudes and consequent
behaviors reproduce a racist
society.
A structurally racist soci-
ety demands that individuals
internalize the prejudice that
serves as its justification.
We need to understand
that structural racism is the
direct result of our long his-
tory of imperialism. Racism
remains because we've yet to
curtail our government's
forcible seizure of the land,
labor and resources of other
people on the behalf of the
richest 1 percent of
Americans.
From smallpox blankets to
smart bombs, from slavery to
us to.continue.
It is nearly impossible to
improve even one aspect of
life with only speaking and
discussing. All of our knowl-
.''Change lor the
better and equalitY
01 all people is
part 01 the mission
Martin Luther King
Jr. len lor us
to continue."
edge and ideas must be put
into practice or it will be
wasted. Rev. King was a
humanitarian who believed
that by helping people" and
working together, the world
could be successful.
A process ending with
peace and worldwide equali-
ty must begin somewhere,
with little steps. It has
sweatshops, from the broken
treaties to the WTO, those
who call the shots in this
country have been funda-
mentally racist in their atti-
tudes toward and treatment
of "others." Imperialism, in
whatever public relations
guise it takes, is inherently
racist.
Concentrated on the reser-
vations, in the migrant labor
camps, and in the ghettos,
the descendents of the sur-
vivors of this conquest have
exhibited higher rates of
social and epidemiological
problems. We can attribute
this to their "natural" defi-
ciencies, that is, be preju-
diced, or we can acknowl-
edge the structural racism of .
American society. .
In his 1967 speech on
Vietnam, Dr. King recog-
nized that the U.S. govern-
ment is "the greatest purvey-
or of violence in the world
today on the side of the
wealthy, and the secure,
Thursda
already begun. People are
working for change and
much of this work begins
with volunteering. We can
succeed when the world
fully understands that peo-
ple are all in this struggle for
life together and that we
must work as a team.
One small step the people
of Boise are fully in control of
is how we can make a differ-
ence to create a better way of
life in our town. We can care
for each other by volunteer-
ing time for this cause.
There are nearly one hun-
dred agencies in the Treasure
Valley that strive to improve
the lives of those who are less
fortunate. Non-profit organi-
zations feed, clothe, teach
and care for many members
'.of our community.
These agencies need assis-
tance as much as those they
help. Places such as the
Idaho Food Bank, the Boise
Rescue Mission, Head Start
and many others need the
manpower and support of
volunteers. When people
volunteer, they are investmg
in the community and mak-
ing it stronger. Showing peo-
while [creating] a hell for the
poor."
He invoked John F.
Kennedy's famous warning:
"Those who make peaceful
revolution impossible will
make violent revolution
inevitable." King added,
"increasingly, by choice or
by accident, this is the role
our nation has taken, the role
of those who make peaceful
revolution impossible by
refusing to give up the privi-
leges and pleasure that come
from the immense profits of
overseas investments."
We need to understand, as
Dr. King did near the end of
his life, that prejudice in
America cannot be ended in
the context of the status quo.
Ending racism will be a revo-
lutionary act because it will
entail a fundamental change
in the structure of American
society.
Thus, our opposition to
racism and imperialism, as
his, must be revolutionary:
16 2003
ple that there is a community
to support them is worth
more than any amount of
money and can have a pro-
found effect.
Monday, Jan. 20, is a day
for action. Boise State
University is hosting a series
of events beginning with a
march to the Capitol and
closing with a number of vol-
unteer projects. If you would
like to participate in this vol-
unteer service, please meet in
the Student Union Food
Court at 11 a.m. to choose a
rroject and work at one of
the local non-profit agencies.
On a day of recognition
and appreClation of Martin
Luther King [r., let us be
active and- continue his
dream by improving' our
community one step at a
time.
Amlf Ulappa is the assisian t
director of the Boise State
Vollwtecr Serviccs Board. She
Cl/couragcs students, staff and
c01lmlullity meuibere to aavancc
Martill Luther King'e mission
by participating ill scrvicc pro-
jects 0/1 Martill Luther King Jr.
Idaho Human Rights Day.
"We must be prepared to
match actions With words by
seeking out every creative
method of protest possible.
We are at the moment when
our lives must be placed on
the line if our nation is to sur-
vive its own fol1y. [Al1 those]
of humane convictions must
decide on the protest that
best suits [one's] convictions,
. but we must all protest."
Then and only then, we
shall overcome.
Dr. Martill Orr is all assis-
tallt professor of sociology at
Boise State Ulliversity. He will
lead a preselltatioll 011 "Racism,
IlIlpenalislll and Human
RiSltts" frOIll 1:40-2:30 p.lIl. 0/1
Fnday, [an. 17, ill titc Student
-Union [ordtnt C Ballroom as
part of the Boise State Marthl
Luther King Jr. HIlI/WII Rights
Celebrtuion. For a flllliisthig of
cvellts, COil tact 426-1223 or
visit http://clltcrtaillmellt.bois-
es ta te .edu! evell ts/ 1111k_2003.
Guest---
Opinion
The Arbiter is seeking guest
opinions from Boise State stu-
dents, faculty and staff. Give us
your best rant in 800 words or
fewer.
Send submissions to
editbr@arbiteronline.com.
·BOISE .STATE
UNIVERSITY
Career Center Services
Career, Internship & Part~time, Summer,
& Temporary Employment Listings on BroncoJobs
, Career Counseling
Resume & Job-Search Assistance
http://career.boisestate.edu
426-1747
1~73 University Drive
(in the Alumni Center across from the stadium)
DISC~VER
the NORTHWESTERN Difference
Let Northwestern Health SCiences University Help You Explore Your
Future in Natural Health Care
Explore a few of Northwestern Health Sciences University's key strengths:
• Six decades of experience preparing natural health care practitioners for successful careers;
• Pioneering clinical education programs in the University's seven public clinics. which provide 60,000
patient visits per year;
• Limited enrollment of 1,000 students offers easy access to the well-trained faculty from a variety of
natural health care disciplines; -
• A Career Services Center to assist in job placement following graduation.
Careers In CHIROPRACTIC, ACUPUNCTURE,
ORIENTA.LMEDICINE, and MASSAGETHERAPY
QHAVE,UESTIONS -z
·,ABOUTLOVE •
The Arbiter's
relationship guru can help
Coming Soon,
Lessons in Love
send letters to love@arbiteronline.coln
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May our tolerance prevail
K
BY Jane Eisner to all. that bears little resemblance democracy and privacy, but eral Bishop Charles L. Goldberg, who 'writes aboutnight Ridder Newspapers _ And totally out of touch to the liberal, secularized their Southern brethren, very Bennison, 'head of the the Middle East for the New
with emerging reality. version practiced here. numerous, very poor, Diocese of Pennsylvania. The Yorker and also spoke at the
The u.s. State Department "When people look back "We are living in revolu- embrace a charismatic reli- bishop so far has failed to conference.
has posted a series called on our age, they'll see highly tionary times," writes Philip gion of signs, wonders and oust Father Moyer, who has "These are grown-ups
"Muslim Life in America" educated Americans who are Jenkins, a professor of his to- healing (especially in impov- received support from a with a very ancient, complex
but it is clearly for foreiin ignorant of religion and the ry and religious studies at erished communities with- more conservative bishop in system of beliefs that may
consumption. The upbeat wave about to wash over Pennsylvania State out medical care). Africa. clash sometimes with our
collection of stories and pho- them," warns David Brooks, University;' who also spoke The new Christianity is The new Christianity will system of beliefs."
togra)?hs on the depart- a writer and senior editor at at the conference. "But we much more conservative on also run headfirst into equal- The religious challenges of
ment s official Web site deft- the Weekly' Standard. aren't participating in them." social issues such as abortion ly conservative, traditional the 21st century will likely be
ly mixes profiles with patri- "We still have a world- [enkins contends that the and homosexuality and less and increasingly centralized far more complicated than
otic propaganda, designed to view that does not know number of Christians living willing to question religious Islam, intent on imposing its today's verbal Jousting over
illustrate the complex but how to deal with religion. in the global South has risen authority on such matters as own laws and expectations. clerical-abuse scandafs and
comfortable life that adher- We don't know how to blend dramatically in the last cen- the ordination of women. Muslims are particularly the separation between
ents of Islam enjoy in the spiritual and the materi- tury and will continue to It may well have a liberat- resistant to any attempts at church and state. One can
America today. al, to take into account the grow, causing a profound ing effect in some countries, conversion, a major problem only hope that our foreign
It shows this nation at its fact that people elsewhere Shift in a faith that many still where emboldened clerics for Evangelicals who believe policy reflects something
inclusive best, from the believe thInps and act on consider predominantly are sometimes the only ones it's their job to. spread the more sophisticated than the
Algerian Muslim immigrant their beliefs.' . American and Western willing to challenge an Word. heartwarming photographs
wlio now directs the I'll confess to being one of European. By 2025, half of entrenched ruling crass or The resulting conflicts on the State Department Web
National Institutes of Health those wallowing in blissful, the world's Christian popu- dictatorship. (Clerics from may make the sectarian trou- site.
to the three blacks who make pluralistic ignorence.. until, lation will be in Africa and the global South, for bles of Northern Ireland look While we teach the world
up the Muslim rap group that is, I heard Brooks and Latin America, and an addi- instance, have been outs 1'0- like an overheated chess about the American recipe
Native Deen, deen meaning others speak at a conference tional 17 percent will be in ken proponents of debt relief match. Think of the recent for religious pluralism, we
reli~ion or way of life. last month sponsored by the Asia. for struggling countries.) bloodshed in Nigeria, where also better become smarter
'Our music is American, Ethics and Public Policy "There'll be an aging, But this new Christianity Christian-Muslim rioting about religious practices that
it's hip, and it's something Center, which brings togetll- white North and a very will hardly bring about the over the hosting of a beauty are not always comfortable
everybody can be comfort- er scholars and journalists to . young black and brown liberal reformation so pageant left more than 100 to aiL
able with," boasts Joshua discuss issues such as reli- Souto," he predicts. desired by many in the dead, as a possible preview
Salaam, the group's leader. gion and international con- With the demographic North. The tension is already of what's to come. ABOUT THE WRITER
That neatly sums up the flict. change will come cultural - evident in the renegade Unfortunately, it's not [ane R. Eisner is a columnist
characterization of religious The "live and let live" and religious conflict not actions of the Rev. David L. clear how and even if the for Philadelphia inquirer,
life that America is eager to credo of American religious seen since Martin Luther Moyer, conservative West should intervene. "It's Readers mill! write to her at:
project to the world: modern, life will find itself increasing- defied the Catholic Church Episcopal pastor of the naive to think that we can go Philadeiphia'IlIquirer, P.O. Box
decentralized, accepting. of lychallenged not only by a nearly five centuries ago. Church of the Good into the Muslim world and 8263, Philadelphia, Pa. 19101
differences, tolerant of others potent Islam but also by a Toe waning Christians of Shepherd in Rosemont, Pa., teach them about modera- or by e-mail at
something comfortable growing, radical Christianity the North are concerned with who has defied the more lib- tion," argues Jeffrey jeisler@p71illy"ews.colll.
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Student How he was offered up her seat to a white man Kennedy had to call out
monarchy, and rejected it w110 rudely demanded it. National Guard troops to
I'll never forget the day with disdain, and prior to his And I still believe that. But I forcibly establish integration.
my six-year-old son came death, relinquished any have come to realize that cur- The justness of his cause will
home from first grade during claim of ownership over the riculurn designers who be conveyed through pic-
the week of Martin Luther slaves his father had willed desire young minds to learn tures of rotten tomatoes on a
King's birthday and told me . him. I aimed to inspire, as his such things have reasons for wall a little girl walks past,
what he learned at school. teacher had also aimed to picking which inspiring sto- and those images will win
With little probing from inspire with Dr. King's mov- ries they will tell in first out over the concerns about
dad, he launched into a five- ing story. grade and which ones they abuse of federal power and
minute summary of the I commended my boy for won't. shadows of martial law
man's vocation, his cause, his his attention in class and he Children are creatures of . Kennedy's actions entailed.
marches and the cruel oppo- went to llay. And then I emotion, and if they can be The anger and resentment
sition that he.faced. The use wondered, who prioritizes told something over and. these abuses aroused will be
of the hoses, batons, and what children learn from his- over again in that innocent called "racism," and big gov-
dogs _ Levi remembered all tory and why? I struggled state, they will believe it. It ernment's oppressive tactics
that from the story. with my own reaction to his will never leave them. And will be called "democracy."
He related with clarity the sharing - I questioned my when they grow up, they Substitute sexism, or anti-
manner in which the civil motives. Was he too young, may not question a govern- Earthism or homophobia for
rights icon died, and when perhaps, to tell such things? ment who abuses the Iimita- racism and you have discov-
asked, he was able to tell me But someone else was telling tions set on it by the ered the US Government's
what Dr. King's overall con- him things. These thoughts Constitution, provided such prescription for unlimited
tribution was to America. I led me to wondering what abuse occurs in the name of acquisition of power.
listened, impressed with his influence our public school the emotion-laden cause they Substitute. "police state" for
memory and his comprelien- education has on the way we learned about in first grade. democracy, and you get
sion of what His teacher had perceive our nation, and life And learned about again in twinges of Orwellian
conveyed. Suddenly, a itself. second grade. And third paranoia.
thought formed in my mind, I was taught that Rosa grade, and so on.
and 1 asked my son a few Parks was a brave woman In high school, teens will
questions.
It went something like
this:
"5011, do you knoui toho
George Washillgton was?"
"He was aile of our presi-
dents. "
"Right. The first aile. Have
you learned 1lI1ythillg about his
life in school yet? Do you kllow
what he {lid for America? He
also risked his life for freedolll
and for. what he passionately
believed - do you knoui why?"
"Uh, 110; they hauen'i said
1lI1ytllillg about him yet."
"MallY people call him the
father oJ OUl' country. Surely
\fou have leamed somethillg
about him ill school?"
"Nope. Not yet, Dad."
I told my son that it was
good that Mr. King had a day
of honor named after him
because he was a very brave
man. I also told him that I
believed the father of our
nation deserved such a day,
separate and distinct from
the generic and w1appealing
"President's Day." I told him
that that this had once, in
fact, been the case, but that
the government later decided
to categorize the general with
all succeeding presidents,
even up to the current one,
who was, as I spoke,
embroiled in many dubious
controversies.
I told him of the war for
independence, of the British
tyrant and his red coats who
were as cruel and unjust as
the people who sprayed the
freedom marchers, and how
Washington led the patriots
to victory against great odds.
I might have related how
his soldiers left bloody foot-
prints in the snow for lack of
shoes, and were near starva-
tion, and felt like giving up,
and how Washington rallied
their falling spirits and
inspired them to beJ.!eve and
ENGliSH
sTAlISl\tS
IC~HOM'CS·
The Arbiter is the official student newspaper of Boise State
University. Its mission is to provide a forum for the dis-
cussion of issues affecting the BSU community. The
Arbiter's budget consists of fees paid by the student body
and advertising sales. The paper is distributed Mondays
and Thursdays to the campus during the academic school
year. The first copy is free. Additional copies can be
purchased for $1 apiece at the Arbiter editorial office.
Submit letters to the editor to:
editor@arbiteronline.com
Awards
• First place Editorial - Idaho Press Club
• First place Watch~og/~1Vestigative - Idahp Press Club
• First Place Graphic Desil$l1-Idaho Pr~s~Club
• Best desigt1 full color display ad.vertismg (2 years .~n-
..ning) - College Newspaper Busmess and Adv()tbsmg
Managers, Inc.. .
• Best designprOI.nO!II.malcampaign - College Newspaper
Business and Advertismg Managers, ~c. .: .
• Best ad campaign -Rocky Mountam Collegtate Media
Association .. ..... .
• Best o/P0graphy - Rocky Mountamfolleglate Media
Association
w~can get you in now!
Anyone, Any.where, Anytime
Independent Study In Idaho
Full college credit, transferable.
.More than 120 courses.
Most course lessons can be'
submitted via e-mail.
S~e our full11st of college courses at
http://www. uidaho. edu/isi
a-mail: -indepst@uidaho.edu
or phone: (208)885-6641
or 1-877-464-3246
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Phil Dailey
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en's Hoops squad gears up for pivotal weekend
Photo courtesy of the WAC.
Kevin Johnson and the Tulsa Golden Hurr icane take on
Boise State Saturday night.
Wrestlers to battle Michigan at NWCA tournament
'·It's hard to believe that
e basketball season is,
,adymore than half over.
"The Boise State men's
sketball squad has sur-
,,' the halfway point,
t the Western Athletic
. nference season is just
ginning to heat up.
..After starting the season
, including a 2-0 start in
AC play, the Broncos (8-6
erall, 2-2 WAC) dropped
ir next two on the road
. week at Fresno St. and
.Nevada,
:The Broncos get a shot to
eem themselves tonight
ainst Rice (9-4, 1-2) and on
turday against the WAC's
eseason favorite to win
....e conference, Tulsa (9-3, 2-
,',-1).
:i:,ii. Like many teams in the
.~';WAC this season, Rice
t.;.~apI'ears to ~e unsure of
.~:.;-itself so far this season. The
.. '1,:··Owl~ 'have plar.ed some
..<,quahty teams like Tulsa,
",Stanford and BYU only to
{ lose by double figures in all
'1~ three games. Along with the
defeats, the Owls have
played well.at times, defeat-
109 Colorado and hanging
with Fresno St. until the
end, only to fa1l71~70.
All that's behind the
Owls now as they turn their
Boise State has received its
. first round pairing for the
2003 Cliff Keen ( National
Wrestling . Coaches
Association National Duals,
and the 20th ranked Broncos
will face ninth ranked
Michigan this Saturday. The
first round match begins at
11 a.m. (CT) on the campus
of Ohio State University.
The Broncos did not
receive one of the eight seeds
in the 16-team bracket, while
the Wolverines are seeded
seventh. The winner of the
first round match will face
"Coach Graham
has done a
great Job 01
instilling his
philosophy.
- JoIIII Pllillips,
Tulsa IImrI coacu
focus to Boise State.
"Boise is a team that is
making an effort to !7,etup
and down the floor,' said
head coach Willis Wilson.
"That was a problem for
us against Tulsa," added
Wilson.
the winner of the Central
Michigan vs. Iowa match.on
Saturday afternoon at 3 p.m.
The loser will fall to the con-
solation bracket.
The annual NWCA
National Duals features 90
dual matches on 12 mats
over two days. There are
three different brackets,
NCAA Division I, Division II
and Division III. First round,
quarterfinal and semifinal
duals will take place on
Saturday along with consola-
tion bracket competition
through the third round. .
"
Coach Wilson and the
Owls know what they have
to do to stop the Broncos on
their home court.
"We need to do a better
Gob) this week preparin§
our defensive transition,'
continued Wilson.
Just like the Broncos,
however, Rice has four play-·
ers averaging over ten
points per game, including
6-foot-2 guard Omar-Seli
Mance. Mance contributes
nearly 16 points l?er game
and is a threat behind the 3-
point line hitting almost 40
percent of his shots.
After the Owls leave
town, the Broncos turn their
focus to arguably their
toughest test of the season
as the Tulsa Golden
Hurricane storm into town
Saturday night.
It's no secret that Tulsa
has one of the most talented
teams in the WAC - as well
as one of the most experi-
enced teams in country.
Led by four seniors, the
Golden Hurricane has the
experience to once again
make a run for the Sweet 16
in March.
Last year, Tulsa came up
one game short of advanc-
ing to the third round of the
NCAA tournament with an
87-82 loss to Kentucky.
Tulsa had been ranked as
high as 20th earlier this sea-
son on Dec. 23 in the AP
Top 25.
With all the attention
on this year's Tulsa team,
even MTV has jumped on
the bandwagon following
6-foot-8 forward Kevin
Johnson (17.5 ppg) and 5-
foot-10 guard Antonio
Reed (7.3 ppg) as well as
the rest of the team around
campus for a TV special
scheduled to air later this
year. .
Head coach John
Phillips is excited about
the national attention his
team is receiving.
"It could be something
that could help the WAC
as well as recruiting," said
Phillips about MTV tailing
his players.
Before Tulsa comes to
Boise, they have a
.matchup with Texas-El
Paso tonight.
"It's a tough travel situ-
ation," said Phillips about
this week's schedule .
Tulsa is capable of han-
dling UTEP easily, but
Phillips is aware of what
the Broncos can do on at
home.
"Coach Graham has
done a great job of instill-
ing his philosophy," said
Phillips of the Broncos'
new style.
Tip-off for both games
is at 7:30 in The Pavilion.
On Sunday, the consola-
tion rounds will be complet-
ed along with the champi-
onship round which starts at
3 p.m.
Number one ranked
Oklahoma State received the
top seed in the Division I
bracket. Iowa was seeded
second followed by two-time
defending national champi-
on Minnesota, Cornell, host
Ohio State, West Virginia,
Michigan and Pac-10
Conference member Arizona
State as the eighth seed.
Non-seeded teams along
with the Broncos include the
Northern Iowa, Missouri,
Ohio, Michigan State
University, Iowa State,
Oklahoma and Central
Michigan.
Boise State is 2-1 in dual
matches this year with wins
over the Wyoming (20-12)
and Fresno State (23-13). The
Broncos only dual loss this
season is to top ranked
Oklahoma State (27-12).
. In tournament action this
season, Boise State placed
ninth at the Las Vegas
Invitational with 75.5 points,
and fourth at the Reno
Tournament of Champions
with 82 points.
Michigan has an overall
dual match record of 3-1 this
year. The Wolverines placed
seventh at the Las Vegas
Invitational 'with 87 points,
and 10th at the annual
Midland Championships
with 66.5 points.
Four Boise State wrestlers
are ranked in the 10 of their
respective weight classes in
the latest NWCA individual
rankings. Ben VomBaur is
ranked fourth in the 125-
pound weight class with a
16-1 record this season.
Heavyweight Boe
Rushton is seventh with a 10-
3 record, Collin Robertson is
eighth at 141 pounds with a
17-2 record and Gabe Vigil is
10th in the 141-pound weight
division with an 8-2 overall
record.
Following the national
duals, Boise State will return
home to host Cal State
Fullerton in a dual match
starting at 7 p.m. on Jan. 24 at
Bronco Gym.
- Bronco Sports Information
. . ~-- -,' -' - .... .-. - _. -- _ ... -:';-;<"~,~-:.',;'-, _.;';.~-_'.-.:-; :ot-"··· ;.;;.
ca11345~8294'
for more information
• great pa~t
tilDework "--~- ,
• good.earning,
potential
• fleXiblehours
• "realworld
experience"
• academic . '
credits available
'..
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Gymnasts to start season Sunday:
The gymnastics team will ing all-arounders, was the Nine-Mile Falls, Wash. Paige son score of 194.9 at the .'
begin the 2003 competitive 2002 team gymnast of the Diamant comes from Western Gymnastics
season this Sunday, Jan. 19, year. Kristin Gaare Castroville, Texas. Zoe Conference meet to qualify
<?klahoma at 2 p.m. central Impressed the judges with Hewett calls Canberra, the team to its 16th straight
time. The Broncos will com- her floor routine last year. Australia, home. NCAA Regional
pete with WGC conference Corinna Lewis put up strong Championship. At the
member Utah State and host scored for the Broncos on 2002 in review regional championship, the
Oklahoma. Oklahoma is vault and floor as a fresh- Broncos scored 194.55 for a
ranked 12th nachtionally1linthe man. Tiffany .Putnam is The 2002 Boise State gym- fifth place finish in the West
pre-season coa es po . another strong floor, per- ti t b h Region and a 22nd place fin-Th 2003 B f nas ICS earn egan t e sea-,e r.onco gymnas- ormer. Stephanie Stewart's . J . h h ish nationally .
ti t t f 16 d
di h son I.n anuary WIt treecs earn consis s 0 e 1- power s owed its ITtential . h th The Western Gymnastl'cs
t d thl t
seniors, tree J' uniors, ree
ca e a e es -two seniors, on bars. Lindsey homas sophomores and 12 fresh- Conference crowned senior
seven sophomores, two red- helped the team mostly on men. Any questions or Johns. as the all-around
shirt freslunen and five true vault and beam as a fresh- d b champion and the 2002 con-
fr hm Th
. d ou ts were solidly put to
es en. e seruors an man. Heidi White is the rest after hard work and ference gymnast of the year
sophomores are all comTeti- defending Western h with her all-around score of
t h b
<;> patience proved t e Broncos
ors w 0 contri ute at GymnastIcs . Conference would hit their stride in the 39.425. Teammate and fresh-
impor~ant times last year. beam champion going into spring. On Feb. 27, the man Heidi White was the
Seniors Breanne Holmes 2003. Broncos set team and indi- conference champion on the
and Kara Walsh are looked The Broncos have -two vidual beam records at Utah beam with a 9.925.
to as leaders this year. Both freshmen returning to the State. Marie Lucas scored the -Bronco Sports Information
are four-year letter winners squad who redshirted last hd h b d program's t ird perfect 10
an ave een stea y com- year. Both received academic and this time it was on the
petitors throughout their honors in 2002 - Emily beam. She was, on that night,
careers, Holmes, an all- Lambert and Melissad h followed by a 9.95 by Jamie
aroun er, was t e Big West Ramundo. ,Johns, a 9.9 by Breanne
vault champion as a fresh- . Boise State's incoming Holmes, and 9.825's from
man, and was the team MVP freshmen are strong, focused h
in 2001. Walsh, a steady and worked hard in fall ¥h~~1a';als and Lindsey
beam performer, was part of training. They hail from four From that point, the
the school-record holding different states and Broncos never looked back,
beam squad from 2002. Australia. Kea Cuaresma scoring an overall season-
The sophomore class is comes to Boise State from high 195.35 to upset Brigham
talented and deep in all four Anchorage, Alaska. Megan Youn~ in mid-March and Arbiter fils photq,:
of events. Carla Chambers, Andrews is from Acampo, . fi I I •ne of the team's top return- Calif. KatieDinsmoreis from recor mg a ma regu ar sea- Boise State's Kara Walsh demonstrates her gymnastic "
Title IXappears headed i~';th"~;";;h;~il:
By Susan C. Thomson those who contend that Title into overtime. They've call the fine print - the regu- "But certainly a loosening reformulation" of its varsity
St. LOllis Post-Dispatc11 __ IX has gone too far appear to extended until sometime lations and policies issued bl: of it is moving in the right sports pro~rams. Footbal],
have gotten the upper hand. next month a lan, 31 deadline the Education Department s direction," he said. men's SWImming, rnen'e
ST. LOUIS-In 1972, nei- The debate has played out for reporting back to Paige, Office of Civil Rights, which Contrarily, Jocelyn track and field and women's
ther Washington University before the Commission on who will decide about any is responsible for enforcing Samuels, a vice president of swimming will be eliminat-
nor the University of Opportunity in Athletics, changes in regulations. Title lX. The focus of the the National Women's Law ed, while men's lacrosse will
Missouri at Columbia suited appointed in July by U.S. All this over a law that complaints is the OCR's rul- Center, says every proposal be added. When all is done,
up any female intercollegiate Secretary of Education Rod began, simply enough, as ing that a school can be in before the commission the university will be left
athletes. Today 40 percent of Paige, a former college foot- just 35 words stating that compliance by: would result in "substantial with 10 women's and seven
,varsity players at Mizzou are ball coach. The 15 commis- schools gelling federal aid - Having the same percent- losses to women's opportu- men's varsity sports. ~
female, and Washington sion members _ 10 of them may not discriminate on the ages of male and female ath- nities in athletics and also in The university explained
University can boast of college coaches, administra- basis of gender. It doesn't letes as male and female stu- the undermining of basic that it was acting in order to
national division champi- tors or athletic directors _ even mention sports. dents. civil rights principles." reflect the changing interests
onships in women's volley- were charged with seeking The Title IX years have Or, making progress in The wrestling association of students and the changing
ball and basketball. information and public in?l1t seen a gradual increase in the increasing athletic opportu- has taken especially vocal makeup of its student body',
Title IX the 1972 measure on Title IX, then deciding number of women in higher nities for women. umbrage at the elimination now 58 percent female. Was
that mandated equal oppor- whether it should be education, including gradu- Or, offering sports that of 171 wrestling teams, 40 that another way of saying
tunity for men and women in changed and, if so, how. ate, law and medical schools. reflect women students' percent of the national total, that Title IX figured into the
education _ helped make the They've held two days of It has been in undergraduate interests. over the past two decades. decision? The university
difference. And not just at "town hall" hearings in each intercollegiate athletics, The stickiest of those is the Early last year, the associa- denied it.
Mizzou and Washington U. of five U.S. cities Chicago, though, that the law had its first and only quantifiable tion sued the Department of At Mizzou. athletic direc-
The Title IX years have seen Atlanta, Philadelphia, San greatest impact and stirred option. Some schools adopt it Education, alleging that the tor Mike Alden says cost and
.an explosion in women's .Diego and Colorado Springs, the greatest controversy. as the surest way to comply wrestling programs have lack of student interest were
intercollegiate athletics. Colo. _ and collected what No one complained to the with Title IX. Critics decry It been victims of Title IX. largely behind a decision to
Now, after more than 30 amounts to more than 2,000 commissioners about as a "quota" requirement. Those on the other side of eliminate the men's tennis
years on the books, Title IX pages of testimony. So much women's athletic progress or They contend that the only the argument cry foul at any team several years ago,
appears headed for an over- .for the first part of their job. Title IX's basic principle of way to meet this "proper- notion of Title IX as a zero- before his time-at the univer-
haul. And in a tug-of-war With the second and hard- fairness. But they got an ear- tionality" test, as it has sum game where women can sity,'
with those who like it as is, er part ahead, they've lapsed ful about what you might become known in the Title IX only gain at the expense of He recalls scrappingworld, is to cut back athletic men. Even if it were, they men's tennis himself m his
opportunities for men, espe- say, colleges could just as previous job as athletic direc-
Clally now that women make easily even things up for tor at Southwest Texas
up the majority of U.S. women by cutting back on University, strictly for rea-
. undergraduates. football, wHhitS large, all- ' s(fnsof budget arid lack of
The .commission has male rosters. From this point .player interest. "It didn~t
seemed sympathetic, with of view, football is the have to do with Title IX," he
members floating several proverbial elephant in Title said.
ideas for relaxing the propor- IX's living room, a hulking Alden says he's "always
tionality test. obstruction that everybody had an argument with pro-
Mike Moyer, executive pretends not to see and portionality." It's impossible,
director of the National nobody wants to touch. he says, to make up to
Wrestling Coaches Yet St. John's University women ,for the large nun;;-
Association, said he'd prefer in Jamaica, N.Y., tackled it bers of football players at a
to see the test eliminated. last month in a "strategic school like Mizzou. ,:
~••...........
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McGahee Iimps from college to N-FL
e 8 •.The Arbiter
~fti~il;~d:t~spapers-
.MIAMI-Not even a dev-
astating injury could stop
Willis McGahee from turning
pro ..
McGahee, who tore two
knee ligaments in the Fiesta
Bowl, said in a statement
released b}" his uncle
Monday that he had decided
to forgo his final two seasons
at the University of Miami
and enter the NFL draft in
April.
McGahee, who completed
the best-ever season for a
Hurricanes running back
before being injured in UM's
loss to Ohio State on Jan. 3,
decided after getting three
medical opinions. One
renowned surgeon told
McG?hee his surgically
repaired left knee should be
healed in time for the next
National Football League
season.
"I said I was going to be
the best running back in col-
lege, and I think I did that,
and I'm going to be the best
running back in the NFL,"
McGahee said Monday night.
McGahee's decision came.
about one month after he
took out a $2.5 million insur-
ance policy. He will collect
only if his injury ends his
football career within a four-
game period.
He has no plans to collect
on the policy, though.
"I have no reason to seek
and I have no interest in
seeking to collect on my $2.5
million insurance policy,"
McGahee said in a statement
released by attorney
Sherman Anderson, the fami-
ly's spokesman.
"My unfulfilled dream is
to play in the NFL."
McGahee became the sec-
ond UM player to leave for
the NFL on Monday. Junior
16, .2003 ;:
.'''''.
years removed from high
school must petition to enter
the NFL. Their deadline is
Wednesday. McGahee, a
sophomore, redshirted his
first season at UM.
McGahee broke UM sea-
son records for rushing yards
(1,753) and touchdowns (28).
UM team physician Dr. John
Uribe, ,who performed
McGahee's surgery, said
McGahee should have a full
recovery, but Uribe never
released a timetable.
Sports medicine surgeons
Dr. James Andrews of
Birmingham, Ala., and Dr.
Walter Lowe of Houston also
reviewed McGahee's case.
McGahee's statement said
Andrews told McGahee he
would recover in time to play
next season.
Photo courtesy KRT .,
Willis McGahee will skip his last two years of college to enter the NFL Draft despite a knee injury against Ohio State '
in the Fiesta Bowl.
swelling or severe pain in his
knee, he will be deemed
recovered and unable to col-
lect the $2.5 million.
"He can either collect from
the NFL or the insurance pol-
icy," said Lerner, who has
written insurance policies for
about 150 college and profes-
sional athletes.
"If McGahee recovers, he
stands to make more through
the NFL."
A new NCAA rule will
allow McGahee, who has not
hired an agent, to reverse his
decision and regain his ama-
teur status if he discloses his
intention in writing to UM
athletic director Paul Dee
within 72 hours of the 5 p.m.
Wednesday draft declaration
deadline.
Underclassmen and
juniors who are at least three
receiver Andre Johnson also
said he would go pro.
Said. McGahee: "It was
something I prayed on and
something I discussed with
my family. I feel I can go up
to the next level and give it
my best. I was told I can
make a 100 percent recovery
_and that's what I am plan-
ning on doing. It was my
childhood dream and I am
.going to fulfill my dream."
McGahee, who is in the
initial stages of his rehabilita-
tion program .after having
surgery Jan. 5, chose pro foot-
ball over returning to college.
With the Hurricanes,
McGahee would have met
stiff competition from third-
year sophomore Frank Gore
and Pompano Beach Ely
High running back Tyrone
Moss, who has orally com-
mitted to the Hurricanes.
Before the injury,
McGahee was projected as
high as a top-five pick. Now,
the earliest a team will likely
draft the Heisman Trophy
finalist is probably the third
round.
The average third-round
pick is expected to earn about
$500,000 for a signing bonus
and a $200,000 salary. His
first big payday will likely
come after his rookie contract
expires and he becomes a free
agent. But signing with an
NFL team will. not stop
McGahee from collecting on
his insurance policy in the.
immediate future.
Keith Lerner, the
Gainesville insurance agent
who wrote McGahee's poli-
cy, said included in the poli-
cy is a four-game clause that
will allow' McGahee to play
in up to three college or pro-
fessional football games'
without voiding his policy.
But if McGahee plays in
four preseason, regular or
postseason games without
Eagles: Bring on the Bucs
By Les Bowen
Knight Ridder Newspapers -
PHILADELPHIA-This is
the third successive year the
Eagles have blazed a path
into the playoffs, striving for
the Super Bowl. The Tampa
Bay Buccaneers are in the
postseason hunt for the fifth
time in the last six years. '
Familiar adversaries.
Enduring, unfulfilled quests.
"They are who they are,
and we are who we are,"
Eagles cornerback Troy
Vincentsaid Sunday, before
he recited the names of sev-
eral prominent players from
both teams.
"We've all got one thing
in common," Vincent con-
cluded, after watching the
Bucs blow away San
Francisco, 31-6, earning the
right to travel to
Philadelphia for Sunday'S
NFC Championship Game.
"We've never been to the
Super Bowl."
On Sunday, for some-
body, that all changes.
The easy assumption
around here is that it will be
the Eagles, since they own
four victories in the teams'
last four meetings, over
three seasons, most recently
grinding out a 20-10 victory
at Veterans Stadium on Ott.
20. But the Tampa team that
destroyed the 4gers on
Sunday certainly looked like
a formidable rival. And as
Vincent and several others
noted Sunday, the stakes
between the'Eagles and Bucs
never before have been quite _
this high. ,"
"It's going to be afight.
They're going to bring their
brass knuckles and we're
going to have-to bring' ours,
too, to match that intensity,
because their defense is
playing at a phenomenal
level now," Vincent said.
The Bucs, having gotten
this far, can't afford to
worry about the fact that .
they've played three games
at Veterans Stadium over'
the past three seasons, two
in the playoffs, and have .
scored no offensive touch-
downs. The clock is ticking
for Mike Alstott. 29, and
.Warren Sapp, 30, just as
surely as it is for Vincent, 31,
and soon-to-be-28 Duel'
Staley. '
"I know especially for
myself, being a veteran, you
just don't know when you'll
be back in that position
again," Vincent said.
"The window of opportu-
nity, whether you're a rook-
ie or in your 12th, 13th, 14th
year, that window closes."
There were moments in
the Eagles' 20-6 NFC semifi-
nal victory over the Atlanta
Falcons Saturday when the
Birds' window of opportuni-
ty was looking perilously
narrow; the underdog
Falcons kept threatening to
take charge of the game.
But the Eagles' defense
that has been responsible for
Tampa's inability to score
here was just as harsh to the
Falcons, when it mattered
most. The Eagles' 0
outscored Atlanta, 7-6, on
Bobby Taylor's 39-yard,
first-quarter TO interception
return.
Brian Dawkins, who
authored one of the all-time
blow-up hits on Falcons
quarterback Michael Vick,
said he was never all that
worried, even though the
. Falcons kept piling up first
downs and yards in the
middle two quarters.
"1 know there's that thing
of, 'If you let a team hang
around, there's always a
chance.' Yes, there's always
a chance. But if you keep a
team out of the end zone
(you should win)," Dawkins
said.
That is what the Eagles'
defenders do best. You can
complete passes on them
underneafh, especially when
the linebackers are worried
about a QB such as Vick
breaking off a huge run. But
the closer you get to the
Eagles' end zone, the harder
those completions are to
find.
To get into the end zone,
there is a price to be paid,
which was the message
Dawkins delivered when he
launched his helmet into
Vick's midsection. inadver-
tently launching Vick over
the goal line with 3:48 left in
the third quarter.
Tampa's defense, ranked
first overall in the NFL and
first against the pass, might
take heart in the fact that the
Eagles' offense was anything
but smooth on Saturday;
still, Duce Staley ran for 152
yards on 24 carries against
the Bucs back in October,
Tampa's defensive line look-
ing overmatched by the
Birds' run-blockers ..
"This game [Sunday'S .
NFC Championship] comes
down to turnovers,"
Philadelphia Eagles quarter-
back Donavan McNabb said.
The NFC Championship
starts Sunday at LOO pm on
FOX.
SPORTS
S~ 2003
4 on 4 Volleyball Le;c,guc (C,M,w)
Entry Period Jan. 13-Jan. 19
Game Day M- TH
Play Begins Jan. 27
Entry Fee $25 .
6aslwtball League (C,M,W)
Entry Period Jan. 13-Jan. 19
Game Day M-TH
Play Begins Jan. 27
Entry Fee , $25
Racquetball LCi,guc (M,W)
Entry Period Jan. 13-Jan. 19
Game Day SU- TH
Play Begins Jan. 27
Entry Fee -.. $5
All registrations and entry fees are
due in The Student Recreation
Center during the specified dates.
For more information call 426-1131.
~-
~
•.•.' ~91,\f~\W\
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The Intramural Sports Program is looking for -
Officials for the following sports: .
4 on4'Volleyball-Tues.Jan 21
4:30 pm SRC Classroom.
Basketball-Tues. Jan 21
5:30 pm SRC Classroom
.No experience is necessary,
but is definitely helpful.
If you are interested stop by the
REC and fill out an application
or call Jason at426-2447.
PAY STARTS AT $6.75/HOUR
We'll help you get your college degree. The Army
National Guard offers yOll the Montgomery GI Bill,
Tuition Assistance as well as extra state benefits.
Most Guard members serve one weekend a month
and two weeks a year. Go to college and still have
time for a life. In the Army
National Guard. YOU CAN!
Call SFC Rick Simmons
at 422-3817
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_,__ . ..__.,__ I._8_0~oGOoGUARD. WWW.l-SOO-GOoGUARD.comll!'
I.BOO-GO-GUARD '. www.I·BOO-GO-GUARD.com
You have the desire and the drive to make it to the
top. In the Army National Guard, you learn skills that
are critical to leading a team through difficult situa-
tions. Most Guard members serve one weekend a
month and two weeks a yeal'.leaving you with plenty
of time for school. friends and family.Join our team
and learn to lead. In the Army
National Guard. YOU CAN.
Call SFC Tom Blagburn
at 422-3767
Diversions•
Diversions Editor
.' Lauren Consuelo Tussing
'. ~~~ .
, 345·8204 x104
. E-mail:
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Marcus Eaton and the
Lobby release new disc
mental and political issues
that are important to the
band. One song that is par-
Marcus Eaton and the ticularly meaningful to
Lobby have come a long Eaton is the title track,
way since their early days as which draws on current
the Pocatello-based teenage political issues facing the -
duo E.5.P. United States .
. Vocalist and guitarist Eaton sings, "People
Marcus Eaton and drum- don't you know / peace is
mer / percussionist Nathan not created / through the
Keezer met in high school fighting of a war? / We're
when Eaton was just 16- too blind to see shedding the
years-old. blood of our brothers / is
"We started playing shedding the blood of you
together and that's when we and me."
started the band, basically," Eaton finds lyrical inspi-
Eaton said. ration in everythin~ from
"We just jammed .. , It world issues to fallmg in
was crazy because we'd get love. Musically, Eaton is
hired to play local bars and I inspired by other admirable
don't know exactly how we musicians.
made it through four hours, Eaton took the cue from
but we did!" his guitarist dad and started '
Six years later, after a few playing the guitar at age
relocations __ ---"_________ nine. By the
and time Eaton
changes in "II you want reached
band mern- high school,
bers, Eaton he was
and Keezer something bad practicing
are finally during
realizing lunch
the success enough, or il you breaks and
of Marcus after school, .
Eaton and I - - gaining
the Lobby DeUS on It, It inspiration
with the from
addition of -II h V renowned
saxophonist WI appen. OU guitarists
and flutist like Stevie'
Zak Frantz J-ust gotta make Rayand bassist Vaughn,
Jim' Eric
Monson. -Ithappen." Ciapton andThe band [imi
is celebrat- Hendrix.
ing their M E "It was
first major arcus aton easy. I
label mean, it
release, The was just
Day the World Awoke simple for me to pick up.
(Uninhibited Records), at a My mind was kind of pro-
record-release party on grammed to do it, I guess,"
Saturday at the Big Easy he said.
The band plans to playa So far, the band's success
two-hour set showcasing has reaffirmed Eaton's musi-
music from their latest offer- cal maxim.
ing. "If you want something
Many of the songs on the bad enough, or if you focus
disc are inspired by environ- on it, it will happen. You
By Laur~n Consuelo Tussing
The Arbiter .
The Arbiter· Page 9
Photo courtesy of Marcus Eaton
Marcus Eaton and the Lobby in the alley.
just gotta make it happen,"
he said.
In fact, Eaton and Keezer
anticipated success from the
beginning. And when
Marcus Eaton and the Lobby
became complete with the
addition of Frantz and
Monson, Eaton saw a real
opportunity to actualize that
success.
"We had this idea that,
yeah, we were going to take
this all the way. I finally
realized the potential that
these guys are young and
we're all ready to do this
and we've all obviously
committed our lives and our
time into playing music,"
Eaton said.
So, how does Marcus
Eaton and the Lobby keep
themselves grounded in
spite of national success
looming about them?
"I think us having a home
base here [in Boise] and just
focusing on the music is
probably the way we keep
ourselves humble ... We've
got friends that kind of keep
us in check too," he said.
Marcus Eaton and the Lobby are performing Saturday
at the BigEasyConcert House iri support of the world pre-
mier of The DIlY the World Awoke; Tickets are $5 and are
availableat marcuseatonandthelobby.comor at the door.
Doors open at 6:30p.m. The show starts at 7:30p.m.
IIyou go •••
J~~,Buffalo Exchange buyer .
if our buyers were
any less demanding,
ou wouldn't love
.' he clothes
FIFTH and IDAHO
downtown boile
To celebrate
• Congress repealed prohibition of alcohol
• Hitler became German Chancellor
• The New York Giants won the World Series
• King Kong Premiered
• Roosevelt took office
• The,Arbiter was born
(Originally called Bronco Roundup]
To win, be the7dhtperson
to' say H.appyBirthday taus at
contest@arbi-teronli.,e. com
• •we are giving
away
a sea~on pass to
Bogus Basin.
It's OUR Birthday
but YOU get the gift.
Arbiter
3 2 0 0 3
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I1JT heats up winter with 'Hot Blooded'
"Migration" because it has
an episodic feel much like
going on a journey. It will be
set to the music of Mike
Oldfield and presented by a
'trio of men (yurek Hansen,
Leif Hansen and Thax von
Reither) with lots
of energy
women cannot do it well, but
men simply dance it differ-
ently.
In addition, Rowe will be
premiering a new work titled
"Three Dances" in three sec-
tions, including "Fast Tracks
and Courage Jumps,"
"Entanglement"
and "Rapid Transit."
It will be set
to the live
music of
Boise musi-
cianDavid
A I a n
By Tammy Sands
The Arbiter ------
graph and create," Marla
Hansen, Yurek's mother,
said.
for a Middle Eastern sound.
Hansen said she is inte-
grating a lot of pelvis move-
ment and sensual use of the
spine along with
snake-like
Idaho Dance Theatre
never fails to bring innova-
tive ideas to dance and this
season's performance, Hot
Blooded, is no exception.
The performance
will consist of pieces
from guest choreog-
rapher Leah
Stephens Clark, IDT
company member
Yurek Hansen and
IDT Artistic
Directors
Mar I a
Hansen
and
Car I
Rowe.
Marla
Hansen's piece is titled,
"Garden of Souls." It com-
bines the elegance of ballet
with exotic belly dancing.
"Garden of Souls" will be
performed by the entire IDT
company and feature two
female dancers,' Jennifer
Freeman and Stephanie
Mullen. The piece will be
performed to the music of
VAS and vocalist Azam Ali
arm
movements to create a beau-
tiful melding of the tech-
niques of ballet and belly
dancing.
"Learning choreography
is relatively easy, butcreat-
ing it is more challenging
because I have to help the
dancers fuel stuff out of their
souls, and I have to let go of
control and just let it flow,"
Hansen said.
Rowe calls his
and power in one long,
continuous 18-minute per-
formance.
Rowe said there are lots of
changes in the energy from
light to powerful, much like
the journey of life. The dance
was originally performed by
a trio of women, but Rowe
wanted to see it done by men
to showcase this strength
and power.
"It's quite amazing to
watch men dance," he said.
He said it's not that
Earnest,
who is pre-
miering his own written
music for the first time with
IDT. The performance will
combine tenor saxophone,
piano and several percussion
instruments for a very pow-
erful end result.
Genny Wynn is the guest
lighting designer and will
provide creative lighting for
the show.
Guest costume designer
Ann Hoste will demonstrate
her amazing ability and tal-
ent to create' breathable cos-
tumes for dancers in which
they can move freely and
comfortably.
Sponsors for the show
include First American Title,
Home Federal and Maysco
Dance Supply.
IDT will present Hot
Blooded on Friday, Jan. 17 at 8
p.m. and Saturday, Jan. 18 at
2 p.m. and 8 p.m. in the
Special Events Center.
For more information call
331-9592.
Clark's
dance, performeci
to the music of
Badly Drawn Boy
and Mark
Mothersbaugh,
will highlight ath-
letic dance move-
ments through
the incorporation
of skateboards
and ballet.
Employing
original text
and music by
Tool, Yurek
Hansen will
debut his first
major choreographed pro-
ject, titled "Mota," which cre-
ates a mixture of mystery
and intriguing movement in
this abstract piece.
He will also be combining
new styles of hip-hop and
contemporary ballet to
depict the connections and
relationships between
humans.
"It's very exciting to
watch him work, choreo-
The Second City
gets BSU laughing
By Tammy Sands
The Arbiter -----
Classes are in session
once again after the long
winter break, which
means stress and home-
work are back, too.
Fortunately, laughter'
has been proven to reduce
stress ana Chicago's leg-
endary comedy troupe,
The Second City, will be
creating mounds of it
tonight with songs, sketch-
es and improvisations.
Think Satltrdalf Nigllt
Live and 111 Lioing 'Color.
This troupe, which is
booked on tours for the
next three years, has
become the premier train-
ing ground for the most ,
hiIanous comedians for,
over 40 years, including
John Belushi, Dan;
Aykroyd, Bill Murray,.
Martin Short, John Candy,
Ryan Styles, Chris Farley, ,
Mike Myers and many'
other talented comics. '
Audience members will
not only laugh so much"
they can't breathe, but,
they will also get to wit- ,
ness comedy celebrities in '
the making.
Mart VanderBoegh, '
Student Progran1s Board'
representative for the
event, said the target audi-
ence are people in their 30s .
and 40s who know a lot
about The Second City.
However, SPB is also
trying to attract the tradi-
tional college-age students'
(18-24), because the humor
will not necessarily be
directed toward one age
group. It's college humor
with a variety of subject
matter.
"It kind of sucks that no'
one famous is in the
troupe right now, but in
five- years one of them
might be the next Mike
Myers," VanderBoegh'
said.
The Second City is per-
forming in the Hatch
Ballroom of the Student
Union Building on
Thursday at 7 p.m.
Tickets are available for
$5 for general admission
and $3 for Boise State stu-
dents, faculty and staff.
Tickets may be pur-
chased at the Student
Union information desk or
at the door. For more
information, call 426-1223. ,
....... ",
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Piebald brings lively punk -toBoise
By Lauren Consuela Tussing
The Arbiter ------
In high school, singer and
guitarist Travis Shettel and
guitarist Aaron Stuart were
two skateboarding buddies
who just wanted to play
music together.
Add Andrew Bonner on
bass and go through a few
drummers before finding
"the one:' Jon Sullivan, and
come out with the catchy
pop-punk sound that is
Piebald, which will grace the
airwaves at JD and Friends
on Sunday. ,
The Boston-influenced
band, hailing from Andover,
Mass., never anticipated
what the future held in store
for them; three full-length
albums and heaps of touring
later, the band remains with
their feet firmly planted to
the ground - besides the
constant touring, that is.
"We just wanted to play
music because it was fun and
we were all friends and we
were in a scene that was ...
like a little community of
people who ... put out
records and went to shows
and put on shows and kept
the scene moving somehow:'
Shettel said.
Just as with almost any
musician, music was always
an important factor in
Shettel's life. Shettel grew up
listening to Top 40 music
before his interest turned to
the music that largely influ-
enced Piebald's sound.
"I don't need an excuse to
listen to it [Top 40]. That's
just, like, the way the world
works. And then I got into
quote unquote alternative
rock-n-roll, like Dinosaur Jr.
and The Pixies and all that
genre of music:' Shettel said.
Shettel said, that although
they stil! enjoy the music of
his youth, the band has also
come to an appreciation for
"older rock-n-roll."
So, what inspired Piebald
to create the particularly
pop-punk-rock genre of
music they adhere to now?
"Urn. everything does
really. Everything we do
affects us in certain ways:'
Shettel said.
"Whether it's the way we
wake up and how we feel in
the morning to loading our
stuff on stage and having
something fall on our toes to
meeting somebody for the
first time and making a new
friend to playing a show and
having it be a great feeling.
Everything helps to make it."
The band spent one month
recording their latest release,
We Are The Dilly Friends We
Have, with Paul Q. Kolderie,
who has worked with
Radiohead, Hole, The Pixies
and Morphine.
"He [Kolderie] can touch
something and make it
sound beautiful," Shettel
said.
Meanwhile, Piebald has
been keeping themselves
busy touring, an experience
that Shettel has grown almost
completely fond of.
"It's great. I just travel
around. I'm in a different
place everyday. It's new and
you don't ever get sick of
anywhere. You can't have a
girlfriend, though. You can't
maintain relationships, or it's
much harder. That's a draw-
back ... you learn to live with
it," he said.
And as for Piebald's future
plans?
Write songs. Record. Tour
the world. Repeat.
'Schmidt' shows lighter side of Jack
By Jeff Dickerson
Mic1rigall Daily (U, Mic1rigall) -
About Schmidt, based on
Louis Begby's 1996 novel and
the third film from Alexander
Payne, is, as the title indicates,
about Warren Schmidt, a 66-
year-old recently retired insur-
ance actuary who resides in
Omaha, Neb.
Schmidt, played with gra-
cious subtlety by Jack Nicholson
in his best role in over a decade,
is a man who slowly comes to
understand his entire life is all
for naught.
His retirement plan is to trav-
el across the country in his 35-
foot Winnebago (The
Adventurer) with Helen (June
Squibb, Far From Heavel/), his
wife of 42 years.
But with nothing to do,
Warren starts to re-evaluate his
life's work, constantly nagging
about his wife's annoying habits
(she interrupts him, collects trin-
,
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kets and only eats at new restau-
rants) and getting flustered
about his daughter's (Hope
Davis, Home Alolle) upcoming
marriage and his soon-to-be
son-in-law (Dermot Mulroney,
My Best Friel/d's Weddillg).
The rich characters of Schmidt
are the byproduct of Payne's
direction and Begby's novel, an
ensemble of personalities that
f('cls more like a group of distant
relatives than actors.
The symbiotic culmination
produces characters that feel
authentic, not fabricated. It's no
surprise that Payne is the bril-
liant mind behind 1999's dark
comedy Election. -
Despite all of the quirky char-
acters in the film (Kathy Bates
gives an Oscar-worthy perfor-
mance as the unapologetic in-
law), the most memorable per-
son is a six-year-old Tanzanian
boy named Ndugu (never seen
on screen), who Warren decides
to sponsor after seeing an ad on
television.
Through letters to his under-
privileged foster child (the most
amusing parts of the film),
Warren is able to vent his frus-
trations with his new life.
Unknowingly to Schmidt, lit-
tle Ndugu becomes his most
appreciative friend.
Payne and his longtime
screenwriting partner Jim
Taylor have taken several liber-
ties with Begby's novel, primari-
ly in changing the title character
from an upscale New Yorker to
a humble Nebraskan.
It's a just alteration, as the
Omahan Schmidt seems more
accessible than a wealthy
Manhattanite.
About Sclunidi delicately bal-
ances comedy and drama and
creates a film that is not only
amusing, but also heart-break-
ing. This complex case of cine-
matic bi-polarism is what
makes Schmidt, and the film, so
memorable.
Piebald's feet are firmly on the ground and their asses are in the grass.
~ ~
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is seeking;
short ficti~)n
and poetr~J.
• Competitive Wages
• Diverse Work force
• Trawl Opportunities
• Natural Resource Protection
www.id.blm.gov/siifc
• Call: (208) 732-7299
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Application Deadline: 01/25/03
South Central Idaho BLM
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AIR NATIONAL GUARD
Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Fu//-Time Students!!!
* Montgomery GI Bill * Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
* State Tuition Assistance * Cash Bonuses
* Student Loan Repayment Program
Fuel Your Fu.turYI
For More Information contact:
TSgt Rod Elson
422-5597 or (800) 621-3909
"... Air Na;t::;;; Guard
rt:,af·345-8204
;iiCiiteleQu) for
'-i' Y":::Iication
~.~'. - - <
ents.
To place your free classified ad, call 345-8204 ext. 119 or drop by the office located at 1605 University Prive (comer of University & Michigan)~~~
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4ri Vnity
Custom Ceremonies
• weddings, unions & more
• coordinating, planning,
consulting services
• day spa services
1500 S. Orchard
440-4622
www.unityweddings.com
Serving all your
chiropractic needs.
Call Dr.Jim Trapp
at 389-BACK
Helping students
and athletes with
back, neck ,and
relaxation therapy
walking distance from sub
1025 L.incoInA",,- Bdse.ID837CXi
"Ask aboutourBSU discount"
01
Earn a Credit by
being part of the
Rodeo Club! No
Exp. Nee, Meeting
Jan. 17@7pm in
Forum.
Italian leather couch
and loveseat. Brand
new still in plastic
Retail $2450 Sacrifice
$899 Call 888-1464
Ibdrm home
w Istudy, carport
refer, dw, range. N
Boise, No pets/srnk
$525.00 call 342-7171
Sigma Alpha Lambda
A nat' Ileadership .
and honors organi-
zation is seeking
motivated & com-
mitted students to
begin a chapter on
campus. 3.0 GPA
req'd. info@sal-
honors.org
King size Pillowtop
mattress set Brand
New-in bag. Must
sell $225 Can
deliver 866-7476
Privata Living Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities
Fumlshed & Unfumished
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600 CUSTOMER CARE
92 Subaru Legacy L
Wagon AWD, ABS,
runs good, needs
body work $1200
aBO 345-2813
Queen Pillowtop
Mattress Set. Brand
New-still in plastic.
Must sell $150. Can
deliver 866-7476
Mattress Set, Full
Size Brand new in
pkg. Sacrifice $100.
Call 866-7476
Bedroom set 5 piece
Cherry set Brand
new in box Retail
$1450 Sacrifice $395
Call 888-1464
CREDIT
3bd 2ba 1484 sq ft,
dbl garage Spring
meadows house
near Parkcenter.
$925+$600dep
344-6852
Are you loOking for tho b8St part tkDo)ob you've ever had
rrom 8 company th8t offers stable, IonII-teI'I1I
employment?
~U@(!j •••
Come learn about part-time career opportunities available at the Sears
~IICenter!
Part·tlme positions starting at $9.5D1hr! .
Comevisit with Recruiters and Hiring Managers at Sears
Credit/Customer Care Call Cantllr'. Do·Site Job Fair!
studio & 1 Bedroom
Apartments
Minott", To BSU. Downtown
and 2-1-Hour RtntJtIII
Swimming Pool. CoJn~ Laundry
Prlvete Patio. & Decb
Window Olinde
Furnished and Unfuntl.hed Units
11405. Colorado Lltne· Boise
('2 block. _,t of Broadway off &lacon)
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
$99 MOVE-IN
SPECIALI
Ca1/343-9988
If unable to attend, please call 327·6013 to apply!
Sears is an Equal Opporlunity/Affinnalive Action Employer
Starting at $295/mo.
MOllthly Move ill
Specials!
Includes all utilities, cable!
HUD, computer lab. Open 7
days a week.
336-8787
Roommate wanted
$300 Imo incl uti\.
Pets neg. Close to
BSU Call 424-8728
fRELE* ATMs
AT ALL OUR OFFICES
& IN THE .BSU SUB!
BSU Employees and
Full-time Students
NO monthly service charge, NO per item fees,
unlimited check writing,
NO minimum balance requirement, PLUS we
pay dividends on your account.
We have NOsurcharge* ATMs at all four office
locations PLUS one in the BSU SUB.
Check out our web site at www.ca~cu.Qr9-
and fREE Home Banking!!!
al
Call 208-884-0150 or 1-800-223-7283,Capit . visit our website, or stop by todav.
_Educators
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Accounts Federally Insured to
$100,000 by NCUA, an Agency
of the U.S. Government
"'Vina ree
see page 9 for details
n pa s to
OlLBERT"
BY ".,..
ea
FIFTH and IDAHO
downtown Doile
BroncoJobs"Nn,n"i;'?""':"".
Click Broncudobs
at http://
carccr.boisestatc.cdu
Flexible
_Schedule
Looking for
jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Intemships?
Free job-referral
service
We need customer
service reps.
20-40 hrs/wk
Evenings
and
Weekends
$8.00/hr
Paid training
For more info
call 376-4480
Couple seeking to
adopt baby. Married
11 yrs. Both college
grads. Free counsel-
ing you & your fam-
ily. babyseekers@
netscape.net
FREE DRAFT
(CHECKING)
ACCOUNTS
275 S. Stratford, Meridian
7450 Thunderbolt, Boise
500 E.Highland, Boise
12195 McMillan Rd., Boise
us
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Booming jet, for
short
4 Distorts
9 Frighten
14 Luau fare
15 Neighborhoods
16 "West Side
Story" song
17 Stately tree
18 Magician
20 Plumb or Arden
21 Freshwater duck
22 Loose outer
garments
23 Fate
25 Hound
26 -Make a point
27 Delicate fabric
28 DiMaggio or
Montana
31 Fort_, NC
33 Convicts on
trumped-Up
charges
35 Emanation
36 Creator of
Captain Nemo
37·0eli breads
38 Benedictions
40 Use a divining
rod
41 Affirmative
42 London gallery
43 Capp's hyena
44 Ali's last name?
45 Two-tone
48·Shrink back
51 _AItO"CA
52 Sephia maker
53 Incorrectly
55 Sort
56 Astound
57 Clarinetist Shaw
58 Born in Nice
59 Beeped
60 Let loose.
61 Rover's warning
GIVE US A
l"\INUTE TO
DISCUS>SIT.
HE RECOMMENDS
THAT YOU KILL
ME.
I CAN EITHER SAVE
YOUR LIFE OR THE
CONSUL-rANTS LIFE I
BUT ONE OF YOU WILL
DIE.
THE CONSULTECTOMY
. WAS SUCCESSFUL, BUT
YOU LOST A LOT OF
CASH. . .
)
LJALLY,
WOULD
YOU •••
J
~ ,
i
'"·,··...~..
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.7 Newmanot
McCartney
8 Draft org.
9 Burn without
IIames -
10 Paddler's craft
11 Verdi song
12 Game of world
conquest
13 Diner food
19 Eaves hanger
24 Roman robes
25 Claude of
'Casablanca"
27 Expansive
28 Crossing In the
. middle of the
blOck
DOWN 29 Lofty poems
1 Swiftness 30 In _ (in actual
2 Figure out being)
3 Vacallon 31 '_. It's Cold 39 Discolorecf 47 Gardener, at
condominiums. OU1slde'· 40 Lured . times
perhaps 32 Hold sway _ 43 Actress Beatrice 48 Harvest
4 Lady-in- _ 33 Oscar de la _ 44 Drinks 49 Ms. Bombeck
5 Actress Dahl 34 University of 45 Moisten 50 Rugged rock
6 Race with a Maine locale ' ..... .e.erlodically 51 Run smoothly
baton . . . -36 Practicable' -46 t:dmonlon skater 54 Klutz . . '
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..i YOU FORGOT TO
~ TURN OFf '(OUR
CO
l AURA. .
IT TAKES
..
s:! A MINUTE
TO COOL'
! DOtJN.
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·OH ... NEVER MIND.
I SEE THAT YOU'RE
RA.OIATING AN
AURA OF EXTREME
INCOMPETENCE.
